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Abstract. In this paper, we prove that every totally contact umbilical(TCU)
proper screen-slant lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasakian mani-
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1 Introduction

The geometry of degenerate (lightlike) submanifold was studied in detail by Dug-
gal and Bejancu in [4]. A submanifold, with induced degenerate metric, of a semi-
Riemannian manifold is known as degenerate or lightlike submanifold. Due to action
of (1, 1)-tensor field φ on the distributions of any given lightlike submanifold, it is
possible to define various classes of these submanifolds.
In 1960, Sasaki [14] introduced Sasakian structure on a differentiable manifold. The
notion of semi-Riemannian metric on a Sasakian manifold was introduced by Taka-
hasi [16]. Later, various submanifolds of indefinite sasakian manifold has been stud-
ied. Sahin et. al. [13] introduced screen-slant lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite
Sasakian manifold. In paper [9] author study “totally contact umbilical proper slant
lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite Sasakian manifold ”. In this paper, author
prove that every totally contact umbilical proper slant lightlike submanifold is totally
contact geodesic. Apart from this some important results Theorem 4.4, 4.5. 4.6 are
given. In [8, 10], author investigate similar work for slant lightlike submanifold of
indefinite Kenmotsu manifold and Indefinite Cosymplectic submanifolds. By taking
reference work of paper [8, 9] and the fact that there is no inclusion relation between
slant and screen slant lightlike submanifolds of indefinite Sasakian manifold, we in-
vestigate this work for screen slant lightlike submanifold. The paper is organized in
following setting:
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In section 2, we give a short overview of lightlike submanifolds and all required results
for the current research work. In section 3, we explain the decomposition of vector
fields in different distributions and state geometry of screen-slant lightlike submani-
folds of an indefinite Sasakian manifold. In section 4, we prove that, “there does not
exist any totally contact umbilical proper screen slant lightlike submanifold, other
than totally contact geodesic, of indefinite Sasakian manifold”. Further, we inves-
tigate existence of TCU proper screen-slant lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite
Sasakian form M̄(c) with constant φ-sectional curvature c 6= ε.

2 Preliminaries

A submanifold (Mm, g) of a semi-Riemannian manifold (M̄m+n, ḡ) with constant in-
dex q (1 ≤ q ≤ m + n − 1, m,n ≥ 1) is known as degenerate(lightlike) submanifold,
if the induced metric g from ḡ is degenerate.
Due to degenerate induced metric on TM , there exist non zero intersection of TxM
(m− dimensional) and TxM

⊥ (n− dimensional), which is denoted by Rad(TM).
A lightlike submanifold is known as r-lightlike, if there exist a smooth distribution
Rad(TM) of rank r > 0, such that every member of M goes to r-dimension subspace
Rad(TxM) of TxM . Then S(TM)(screen distribution) and S(TM⊥)(screen transver-
sal distribution) are non-degenerate complementary subbundles of Rad(TM) in TM
and TM⊥ respectively. Let ltr(TM)(lightlike transversal bundle) and tr(TM)(transversal
bundle) be complementary but not orthogonal vector bundles toRad(TM) in S(TM⊥)⊥

and TM in TM̄ |M respectively.
Then, the orthogonal decomposition of tr(TM) and TM̄ |M are given by(for detail see
[4]) “

(2.1) tr(TM) = ltr(TM) ⊥ S(TM⊥)

and

(2.2) TM̄ |M= TM ⊕ tr(TM) = (Rad(TM)⊕ ltr(TM)) ⊥ S(TM) ⊥ S(TM⊥)

respectively.
Let ∇̄ be a metric connection on M̄ . For Y, Z ∈ Γ(TM) and U ∈ Γ(tr(TM)), the
Gauss and Weingarten formulas are given by

(2.3) ∇̄Y Z = ∇Y Z + h(Y,Z),

(2.4) ∇̄Y U = −AUY +∇⊥
Y U,

where {∇Y Z,AUZ} and {h(Y,Z),∇⊥
Y U} belong to Γ(Rad(TM)) and Γ(tr(TM)) re-

spectively,∇ is a torsion-free linear connection onM , h (known as second fundamental
form) is a symmetric F(M) bilinear form on Γ(TM) with values in Γ(tr(TM)), AU
(known as shape operator) is a linear endomorphism on Γ(TM) and ∇⊥ is a linear
connection on tr(TM) which is known as the transversal linear connection.
Then (2.3) and (2.4) reduce to

(2.5) ∇̄Y Z = ∇Y Z + hl(Y,Z) + hs(Y, Z),
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(2.6) ∇̄YN = −ANY +∇lY (N) +Ds(Y,N),

(2.7) ∇̄YW = −AWY +∇sY (W ) +Dl(Y,W ),

where N ∈ Γ(ltr(TM)) and W ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)).
The equations (2.3), (2.5) are known as Gauss equations and (2.4), (2.6),(2.7) are
known as Weingarten equations respectively, for the lightlike submanifold M of M̄ .
Using metric connection ∇̄ and (2.3), (2.4)-(2.7), we get the following equations:

(2.8) ḡ(hs(Y,Z),W
′
) + ḡ(Z,Dl(Y,W

′
)) = g(AW ′Y,Z),

(2.9) ḡ(hl(Y,Z), ξ) + ḡ(Z, hl(Y, ξ) = −g(Z,∇Y ξ),

for Y,Z ∈ Γ(TM), ξ ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)) and W
′ ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)).

It is known that, in the study of non-degenerate submanifolds, the induced connection
is always metric connection. But, in the case of lightlike submanifolds, it is not true.
Hence, for X1, X2, X3 ∈ Γ(TM) and U,U

′ ∈ Γ(tr(TM)), we have following formulas

(2.10) (∇X1
g)(X2, X3) = ḡ(hl(X1, X2), X3) + ḡ(hl(X1, X3), X2),

(2.11) (∇tX1
ḡ)(U,U

′
) = −{ḡ(AUX1, U

′
) + ḡ(AU ′X1, U)}.

For detail understanding of equations (2.3)-(2.11), see pg. 196-198 in[5].
Let R̄ and R be the curvature tensors of the ambient space M̄ and lightlike subman-
ifolds M respectively, then [5]

R̄(X,Y )Z = R(X,Y )Z +Ahl(X,Z)Y −Ahl(Y,Z)X +Ahs(X,Z)Y −Ahs(Y,Z)X

+(∇Xhl)(Y,Z)− (∇Y hl)(X,Z) + (∇Xhs)(Y,Z)− (∇Y hs)(X,Z)+

Dl(X,hs(Y,Z)) +Dl(Y, hs(X,Z)) +Ds(X,hl(Y,Z))−Ds(Y, hl(X,Z)),(2.12)

where

(2.13) (∇Xhs)(Y,Z) = ∇Xhs(Y,Z)− hs(∇XY, Z)− hs(Y,∇XZ),

(2.14) (∇Xhl)(Y, Z) = ∇Xhl(Y,Z)− hl(∇XY,Z)− hl(Y,∇XZ).

Definition 2.1. An odd dimensional semi-Riemannian manifold
(
M̄, ḡ

)
is called (ε)-

almost contact metric manifold [2, 3] if there exist (1, 1)-tensor field φ, a vector field
V (known as characteristic vector field), a 1-form η such that

(2.15) ḡ(φY, φZ) = ḡ(Y,Z)− εη(Y )η(Z), ḡ(V, V ) = ε,

(2.16) φ2Y = −Y + η(X)V, η(V ) = ε,

(2.17) dη(Y,Z) = ḡ(Y, φZ) = −ḡ(φY,Z), ε = 1 or − 1.

for all Y,Z ∈ Γ(TM̄).
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It follows that

η ◦ φ = 0, φV = 0, ḡ(Y, V ) = εη(Y ).

Here (φ, V, η, ḡ) is known as contact metric structure on M̄. This structure is called
normal contact structure on M̄ if Nφ+dη⊗V, where Nφ is known as Nijenhuis tensor
field of φ.

A normal contact metric manifold on M̄ is called an indefinite Sasakian structure[16]
if and only if, for any Y,Z ∈ Γ(TM),

(2.18)
(
∇̄Y φ

)
Z = −ḡ(Y,Z)V + εη(Z)Y,

(2.19) ∇̄Y V = −εφY.

Here, ε = 1 represents spacelike contact metric manifold and ε = −1 represents
timelike contact metric manifold.
In this paper, we study spacelike indefinite Sasakian manifolds. The curvature tensor
field R̄ of an indefinite Sasakian manifold M̄(c) with constant holomorphic curvature
c is given by

R̄(X,Y, Z,W ) =
c

4
{ḡ(X,W )ḡ(Y, Z)− ḡ(X,Z)ḡ(Y,W ) + ḡ(X, J̄W )ḡ(Y, J̄Z)−

ḡ(X, J̄Z)ḡ(Y, J̄W )− 2ḡ(X, J̄Y )ḡ(Z, J̄W )}+
1

4
{ḡ

(
(∇̄X J̄)(W ), (∇̄Y J̄)(Z)

)
−ḡ

(
(∇̄X J̄)Z, (∇̄Y J̄)W

)
− 2ḡ

(
(∇̄X J̄)Y, (∇̄Z J̄)W

)
}.(2.20)

3 Screen-slant lightlike submanifolds

Definition 3.1. [13] Let M be a 2q−lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasakian
manifold (M̄, g, S(TM)) of index 2q such that 2q < dim(M) with structure vector
field V tangent to M . Then M is said to be a screen-slant lightlike submanifold of M̄
if following conditions are satisfied:

(i) Rad(TM) is invariant with respect to φ.

(ii) For any non-zero vector field Y tangent to S(TM) = D ⊥ {V } at y ∈ U ⊂M ,
the angle θ(Y ) (known as slant angle) between φY and S(TM) is constant,
where D is the complementary distribution to V in screen distribution S(TM)
and Y and V are linearly independent.

From above definition, we have the following decomposition

TM = Rad(TM)⊕orth. D ⊕orth. {V }.

Throughout the paper, (M, g, S(TM)) will be considered as a 2q-lightlike sub-
manifold of an indefinite Sasakian manifold with constant index 2q < dim(M) and
structure vector field V is always tangent to M .
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Let (M, g, S(TM)) be a screen-slant lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasakian
manifold M̄ , P and Q are projection morphisms on the distribution Rad(TM) and
D, respectively. Then, for any X ∈ Γ(TM), we have

(3.1) X = PX +QX + η(X)V,

where PX ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)) and QX ∈ Γ(D).
For any vector field X ∈ Γ(TM), suppose T and w be the projection maps on TM
and tr(TM), then

(3.2) φ(X) = TX + wX,

For any vector field U ∈ tr(TM), suppose B and C be the projection maps on ltr(TM)
and S(TM)⊥, then

(3.3) φ(U) = BU + CU,

where TX ∈ Γ(TM), wX ∈ Γ(tr(TM)), BU ∈ Γ(S(TM)) and CU ∈ Γ(S(TM)⊥).
Applying φ on (3.1) and using (3.2), we obtain

(3.4) φ(X) = TPX + TQX + wQX.

The screen transversal bundle S(TM⊥) can be decomposed as:

S(TM⊥) = wQ(S(TM)) ⊥ µ.
Then, for any W ∈ S(TM⊥) and N ∈ ltr(TM), we have

(3.5) φ(W ) = BW + CW, φ(N) = CN,

where BW ∈ S(TM), CW ∈ S(TM⊥) and CN ∈ ltr(TM).
Now, we state some important theorems and corollary (see detail in [6]), these results
are used throughout the paper

Theorem 3.1. [6] Let (M, g, S(TM)) be a 2q−lightlike submanifold of an indefinite
Sasakian manifold M̄ with constant index 2q < dim(M). Then M is said to be is
a screen-slant lightlike submanifold if and only if there exists a constant λ ∈ [−1, 0]
such that

(3.6) (P ◦ T )2 = λ(−Y + η(Y )V ),

for any Y ∈ Γ(S(TM)). Moreover, in this case λ = −cos2θ|S(TM).

Corollary 3.2. [6] Let (M, g, S(TM)) be a screen-slant lightlike submanifold of an
indefinite Sasakian manifold M̄. Then, for any Y,Z ∈ Γ(TM),

(3.7) g(TQY, TQZ) = cos2θ|S(TM)[g(Y,Z)− η(Y )η(Z)],

(3.8) g(wQY,wQZ) = sin2θ|S(TM)[g(Y, Z)− η(Y )η(Z)].
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Theorem 3.3. Let M be a screen-slant lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasakian
manifold then, for any Y,Z ∈ Γ(TM), the following equations hold:

(3.9) (∇Y T )Z = AwQZY +Bhs(Y,Z)− g(Y,Z)V + η(Z)Y,

(3.10)
(∇Y w)Z = Chl(Y, Z)−hl(Y, TZ)−hs(Y, TZ)−Dl(Y,wZ) +Chs(Y,Z) +Chs(Y,Z),

where (∇Y T )Z = ∇Y TZ − T∇Y Z and (∇Y w)Z = ∇sY wQZ − wQ∇Y Z.

Proof. For any Y,Z ∈ Γ(TM), using equation (2.18), we obtain

∇̄Y φZ = φ∇̄Y Z − g(Y,Z)V + η(Z)Y.

Using (3.2) in above equation, we get

∇̄Y (TZ + wZ) = φ∇̄Y Z − g(Y,Z)V + η(Z)Y,

∇Y TZ + hl(Y, TZ) + hs(Y, TZ)−AwZY +∇sY wZ +Dl(Y,wZ) = T∇Y Z + w∇Y Z
+Chl(Y,Z) +Bhs(Y,Z) + Chs(Y, Z)− g(Y, Z)V + η(Z)Y.(3.11)

Equating tangential and transversal components in (3.11), we obtain

(∇Y T )Z = AwZY +Bhs(Y,Z)− g(Y,Z)V + η(Z)Y,

and

(∇Y w)Z = Chl(Y,Z)−hl(Y, TZ)−hs(Y, TZ)−Dl(Y,wZ) +Chl(Y, Z) +Chs(Y,Z).

�

4 Totally contact umbilical screen-slant lightlike sub-
manifolds

Definition 4.1. [17] Let M be a lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasakian
manifold M̄ , with structure vector field V tangent to M , is said to be totally contact
umbilical manifold. If, for any vector fields Y, Z tangent to M and a vector field α
normal to M , the second fundamental form is

(4.1) h(Y,Z) = [g(Y, Z)− η(Y )η(Z)]α+ η(Y )h(Z, V ) + η(Z)h(Y, V ),

Equating ltr(TM) and S(TM⊥) components in (4.1) , we get

(4.2) hl(Y, Z) = [g(Y,Z)− η(Y )η(Z)]αL + η(Y )hl(Z, V ) + η(Z)hl(Y, V )

and

(4.3) hs(Y,Z) = [g(Y, Z)− η(Y )η(Z)]αS + η(Y )hs(Z, V ) + η(Z)hs(Y, V ),
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where αL ∈ Γ(ltr(TM)) and αS ∈ Γ(S(TM⊥)).
The curvature tensor R̄ of an indefinite Sasakian space form M̄(c) is given by(for
details see [7])

R̄(X,Y )Z =
c+ 3ε

4
{ḡ(Y,Z)X − ḡ(X,Z)Y }+

c− ε
4
{η(X)η(Z)Y

−η(Y )η(Z)X}+ ḡ(X,Z)η(Y )V − ḡ(Y,Z)η(X)V + ḡ(φY,Z)φX

−ḡ(φX,Z)φY − 2ḡ(φX, Y )φZ,(4.4)

where X,Y, Z ∈ TM̄ .

Theorem 4.1. Let M be a totally contact umbilical screen-slant lightlike submanifold
of an indefinite Sasakian manifold M̄. Then at least one of the following is true:

(i) M is a screen real lightlike submanifold.

(ii) D = {0}.

(iii) If M is a proper screen-slant lightlike submanifold, then αS ∈ Γ(µ).

Proof. Since M is a TCU screen-slant lightlike submanifold, using (4.1), for any Y =
QY ∈ Γ(D), we have

h(TQY, TQY ) = g(TQY, TQY )α.

Using (2.3) and (3.7) in above equation, we obtain

∇̄TQY TQY −∇TQY TQY = cos2θ(g(Y, Y ))α.

Now, using (2.18) in above equation, we get

φ∇̄TQYQY − g(TQY,QY )V − ∇̄TQY wQY −∇TQY TQY = cos2θ(g(Y, Y ))α.

Using, for any Y = QY ∈ Γ(D), g(φ(Y ), QY ) = g(TQY,QY ) = 0 and (2.5), (2.7) in
above equation, we get

φ(∇TQYQY + hl(TQY,QY ) + hs(TQY,QY )) +AwQY TQY −∇sTQY wQY
−Dl(TQY,wQY )−∇TQY TQY = cos2θ(g(Y, Y ))α,

which reduces to

T∇TQYQY + w∇TQYQY + g(TQY,QY )φαL + g(TQY,QY )BαS

+g(TQY,QY )CαS +AwQY TQY −∇sTQY wQY −Dl(TQY,wQY )

−∇TQY TQY = cos2θ(g(Y, Y ))α.(4.5)

Equating transversal components in (4.5), we obtain

w∇TQYQY −∇sTQY wQY −Dl(TQY,wQY ) = cos2θ(g(Y, Y ))α.(4.6)

On the other hand, taking covariant derivative of (3.8) with respect to TQY, we
obtain

(4.7) g(∇sTQY wQY,wQY ) = sin2θg(∇TQY Y, Y ).
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Again, from (3.8), we get

(4.8) g(w∇TQYQY,wQY ) = sin2θg(∇TQY Y, Y ).

Now, taking the inner product of (4.6) with wQY, we obtain

(4.9) g(w∇TQYQY,wQY )− g(∇sTQY wQY,wQY ) = cos2θ(g(Y, Y ))g(αS , wQY ).

Using (4.7) and (4.8) in (4.9), we obtain

(4.10) cos2θg(Y, Y )g(αS , wQY ) = 0.

Thus from (4.9), it follows that either θ =
π

2
or X = 0 or αS ∈ Γ(µ).

This completes the proof. �

Theorem 4.2. There does not exist any totally contact umbilical proper screen slant
lightlike submanifold, other than totally contact geodesic, of indefinite Sasakian man-
ifold.

Proof. For any Y ∈ Γ(D), from (2.18), we have

∇̄Y φY = φ∇̄Y Y − g(Y, Y )V + η(Y )Y,

which is equivalent to

∇Y TQY + h(Y, TQY )−AwQY Y +∇sY wQY +Dl(Y,wQY ) = T∇Y Y
+w∇Y Y + Chl(Y, Y ) +Bhs(Y, Y ) + Chs(Y, Y )− g(Y, Y )V.

Since h(Y, TQY ) = g(Y, TQY )α = 0, equating tangential components in above equa-
tion, we obtain

(4.11) ∇sY wQY +Dl(Y,wQY ) = w∇Y Y + Chl(Y, Y ) + Chs(Y, Y ).

Taking scalar product of (4.11) with φξ and using (2.15), we obtain

ḡ(φhl(Y, Y ), φξ)− ḡ(Dl(Y,wQY ), φξ) = ḡ(hl(Y, Y ), ξ)−
ḡ(Dl(Y,wQY ), φξ) = 0.(4.12)

From (2.8), we have

ḡ(hs(Y, φ(ξ)), wQY ) + ḡ(Dl(Y,wQY ), φξ) = g(AwQY Y, φ(ξ)).

Using hs(Y, φ(ξ)) = g(Y, φ(ξ))αS = 0 and g(AwQY Y, φ(ξ)) = 0 in above equation, we
obtain

(4.13) ḡ(Dl(Y,wQY ), φξ) = 0.

Hence, using (4.2)and (4.13) in (4.12), we obtain

g(Y, Y )g(αL, ξ) = 0.
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Since M is a proper (θ 6= 0, and θ 6= π/2) and g is positive definite metric on D, from
above equation, αL = 0.
On the other hand, for any Y ∈ Γ(TM), using M is TCU proper screen-slant lightlike
submanifold and g is positive definite metric on D in (4.10), we obtain

ḡ(αS , wQY ) = 0.

This implies αS ∈ Γ(µ). Now, for any Y,Z ∈ Γ(D), using the Sasakian property of
M̄, we have

∇̄Y φZ = φ∇̄Y Z − g(Y,Z)V + η(Z)Y.

Using (3.4) and η(Z) = 0 in above equation, we get

∇̄Y (TQZ + wQZ) = φ∇̄Y Z − g(Y,Z)V.

Using (2.5) and (2.7) in above equation, we get

∇̄Y (TQZ) + h(Y, TQZ)−AwQZY +∇sY wQZ+

Dl(Y,wQZ) = φ(∇Y Z + h(Y,Z))− g(Y,Z)V.

Using (4.1) in above equation, we obtain

∇̄Y TQZ + g(Y, TQZ)α−AwQZY +∇sY wQZ +Dl(Y,wQZ) = T (∇Y Z)+

w(∇Y Z) + g(Y,Z)φα− g(Y,Z)V.

Now, taking scalar product of above equation with φαS and using the fact that µ is
invariant, we obtain

(4.14) ḡ(∇sY wQZ, φαS) = g(Y, Z)g(αS , αS).

Again, using (2.18), for any Y ∈ Γ(D) and αS ∈ Γ(µ), we obtain

∇̄Y φαS = φ∇̄Y αS .

Using (2.7) in above equation, we get

−AφαSY +∇sY φαS +Dl(Y, φαS) = −TAαSY − wAαSY +B∇sY αS+

C∇sY αS + φDl(Y, αS).(4.15)

Taking scalar product of (4.15) with wQZ and using C∇sY φαS ∈ Γ(µ), we get

(4.16) ḡ(∇sY φαS , wQZ) = −g(wAαSY , wQZ) = −sin2θ(g(AαS
Y,Z)).

Since ∇̄ is a metric connection, (∇̄Xg)(wQZ, φαs) = 0 this reduces to

(4.17) ḡ(∇sY wQZ, φαS) = ḡ(∇sY φαS , wQZ).

Using (4.14) and (4.17) in (4.16), we get

(4.18) g(Y,Z)g(αS , αS) = −sin2θ(g(AαS
Y, Z)),
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and using (2.8) in (4.18), we obtain

(4.19) g(AαS
Y,Z) = ḡ(hs(Y,Z), αS).

Using (4.3) in (4.19), we get

(4.20) g(AαS
Y,Z) = g(Y,Z)ḡ(αs, αS).

Using (4.20) in (4.18), we get

(4.21) (1 + sin2θ)g(Y,Z)g(αS , αS) = 0.

Since M is a proper (θ 6= 0, and θ 6= π/2) and g is positive definite metric on D, from
(4.21) αS must be identically zero.
This completes the proof. �

Theorem 4.3. There does not exist any TCU proper screen-slant lightlike subman-
ifold of an indefinite Sasakian space form M̄(c) with constant φ-sectional curvature
c 6= ε.

Proof. Let M be a TCU proper screen-slant lightlike submanifold of M̄(c)(c 6= ε). By
putting value, for any Y ∈ Γ(D), N ∈ Γ(ltr(TM)) and ξ ∈ Γ(Rad(TM)), in (4.4)
and taking inner product this with N , we obtain

(4.22) ḡ(R̄(Y, TQY )ξ,N) = −c− ε
2

ḡ(φY, TQY )ḡ(φξ,N).

Now, taking inner product of (2.12) with N , we get

ḡ(R̄(Y, TQY )ξ,N) = ḡ((∇Y hl)(TQY, ξ), N)− ḡ((∇TQY hl)(Y, ξ), N)(4.23)

Using (4.2), (4.3) in (2.13) (2.14) respectively, we obtain

(4.24) ḡ((∇Y hl)(TQY, ξ), N) = −ḡ(TQY,∇Y ξ)αL
and

(4.25) ḡ((∇TQY hl)(Y, ξ), N) = −ḡ(Y,∇TQY ξ)αL.

Since ḡ(TQY,∇Y ξ) = ḡ(∇Y TQY, ξ) = 0 and ḡ(Y,∇TQY ξ) = ḡ(∇TQY Y, ξ) = 0,
therefore

(4.26) (∇Y hl)(TQY, ξ)− (∇TQY hl)(Y, ξ) = 0.

From (4.23) and (4.26), we obtain

ḡ(R̄(Y, TQY )ξ,N) = 0(4.27)

Using (4.27) in (4.22), we obtain

(4.28)
c− ε

2
ḡ(φY, TQY )ḡ(φξ,N) = 0.

Since g is positive definite metric on the distribution D and ḡ(φZ, ξ) is not identically
zero, we obtain, from (4.28) c must be equal to ε. This is a contradictory statement
to our initial assumption c = ε.
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